
Research Topic Worksheet 
 

Main topic statement:             
          (Begin by formulating your topic into a thesis statement or a question rather than individual words.) 
 

1.  Breaking it down: Determine the words or themes most significant in this statement. Plug these terms into 
the grey boxes – only one concept per box.  These terms can begin your list of keywords used in your searches. 
 

    

2. Expand it: List other related terms below that may be associated with or used in place of the above terms. 
 

    

 

3. Time frame: Does your topic encompass a specific era or date range?       
 

4. Scope: Which disciplines would include your topic?  _____________________________________________ 

5. Discover: List several library sources you might use. Note how you may use this information for your paper:  

Source Type   Source Information   Notes 

1. 

 

 

      

2. 

 

 

      

3. 

 

 

      

4. 

 

 

      

 

 
 
QCC Library: http://www.qcc.mass.edu/library 
 

(Start with broader searches because it is always easier to narrow.  Mix & match keywords from your different columns. 

  Using various keyword combinations will locate additional results.)     Helpful Tip: OBSERVE THE CRAAP EVALUATION CRITERIA 

http://www.csuchico.edu/lins/handouts/eval_websites.pdf


 

(Example) Research Topic Worksheet (Example) 
 

Main topic statement: The use of cell phones while driving is dangerous and should be illegal.   
           (Begin by formulating your topic into a thesis statement or a question rather than individual words.) 
 

1.  Breaking it down: Determine the words or themes most significant in this statement. Plug these terms into 
the grey boxes – only one concept per box.  These terms can begin your list of keywords used in your searches. 
 

Cell phones driving dangerous illegal 

2. Expand it: List other related terms below that may be associated with or used in place of the above terms. 
 

cellular phones 
cellular telephones 
mobile phones 
mobile telephones 
mobile technology 
mobile communication 
mobile devices 
wireless communication 

automobiles 
cars 
vehicles 
traffic 
highways 
roads 
 

hazardous 
threatening 
deadly (deaths; injuries) 
fatal 
risks 
safety 
distractions 

laws 
legislation 
regulations 

 

3. Time frame: Does your topic encompass a specific era or date range?  current  
 

4. Scope: Which disciplines would include your topic?  _political sci; health science; business; communication_ 
 

5. Discover: List several library sources you might use. Note how you may use this information for your paper: 

Source Type   Source Information   Notes 

1. Report 

 

 

  Hosansky, D. (2012, May 4). Distracted driving. CQ 

Researcher, 22, 401-424. 
  background & current 

statistics 

2. Reference 

 

 

  Edwards, J. (2004). Cognitive skills: Training, 

maintenance, and daily usage. In Encyclopedia of 

Applied Psychology. 

  background & many topic 

specific terms 

3. Scientific 

study 

 

  Seo, D., & Torabi, M. R. (2004). The Impact of In-Vehicle 

Cell-Phone Use on Accidents or Near-Accidents Among 

College Students. Journal Of American College Health, 

53(3), 101-107. 

  can use to set up topic 

intro; has some powerful 

statistics to support my 

argument 

4. Scholarly 

journal 

 

  Cubranic-Dobrodolac, M., Cicevic, S., Dobrodolac, M., & 

Nesic, M. (2013). The risks associated with using a 

mobile phone by young drivers. Transport, 28(4), 381. 

  can use for main 

argument 

 

 

QCC Library: http://www.qcc.mass.edu/library 
 

(Start with broader searches because it is always easier to narrow.  Mix & match keywords from your different columns. 

  Using various keyword combinations will locate additional results.)     Helpful Tip: OBSERVE THE CRAAP EVALUATION CRITERIA 

http://www.csuchico.edu/lins/handouts/eval_websites.pdf

